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Tax digitalization – Concept
• Conversion of analogue tax data, into digital specific and standardized
form, thru the application of digital technology in all aspect of
governor and taxpayers relation
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Why we should discuss this topic
it shifts the role of
tax professionals
from a
preparatory role
to a confirmatory
one

It transforms
how a tax
system works

It is an efficiency measure
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

Format (panel + attendance interaction)
Global overview about tax digitalization
Macro steps on tax digitalization system
E-invoicing rational (purpose approach)
Overview about
•
•
•
•
•
•

North America
Europe
Latin America (LATAM)
Asia & Pacific
Australia & Oceania
Africa & Middle-East

• Clearance system flow
• Impact for tax consultants
• Comments from Panelists
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Panelists
• Seres Baum / Brazil
• Knut Einar / Norway
• Sergio Finulli / Italy
• Tony Nunes / Australia
• Ulrich Gehrke / Germany
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Tax digitalization global map
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Tax digitalization macro steps
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Corporate entities
required or have the
option to use a
standardized
electronic form for
filing tax returns.
Other income data
(e.g., payroll,
financial) filed
electronically and
matched annually

Corporate entities
required to submit
FISCAL reports or
other source data to
support filings
(invoices, list of sales
invoices, purchase
invoices, etc.) in a
defined electronic
format at a defined
frequency. Additions
and changes at this
level occur
frequently

e-accounting
bookkeeping

Corporate entities
required to submit
additional
accounting and
source data,
government
accesses additional
data (bank
statements).
Government begins
to match data across
tax types, potentially
across taxpayers and
jurisdictions in real
time or near real
time

Corporate entities’
Level 2-3 data is
analyzed by
government entities
and cross-checked
to filings in real time
or near real time to
prevent fraud,
unintended errors,
and to map the
geographic
economic
ecosystem.
Governments send
taxpayers electronic
audit assessments
with a limited
window to respond

Government entities
use submitted data
from corporate
entities to assess tax
without the need for
tax forms. Taxpayers
have a limited
window of time to
audit government
calculated tax.

Corporate entities
required to submit
accounting or other
source data to
support filings (trial
balances, journal,
etc.) in a defined
electronic format at
a defined frequency.
Additions and
changes at this level
occur frequently

Public authorities
use data to forensic
purpose – detect
fraud
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e-invoicing rational (purpose)
Tax
Authority
3

Buyer
1

Supplier
2

1
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e-invoicing rational (purpose 1)
• Internal control improvement
Tax
Authority

• AR/AP
automation
and
management of Trade Finance and
Working Capital are the main
focus

Buyer

Supplier

1

1

• Large and Mid-sized entities focus on
optimizing their only internal control
• Electronic collaboration with trading
partners is not the focus (yet)
• North America & other English
Speakers Countries
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e-invoicing rational (purpose 2)
• Trade Structure Improvement
• Stakeholders
(holistic approach)

Tax
Authority

Buyer

Supplier
2

Collaboration

• Suppliers
and
buyers
freely
implement a framework which is
proper for millions of companies of
any size and from different countries
and legislation to collaborate among
each other
• Stakeholders relation is optimized
• AP /AR internal control optimized
• Invoice issuance can be outsourced
to specialized companies
• Applicable to major part of Europe
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e-invoicing rational (purpose 3)
• Reducing Tax Evasion

• Lauched by tax authorities

Tax
Authority
3

Buyer

Supplier

• Supliers and buyers have to send either
invoice data or at least reports in electronic
format to the tax authotities for validation
(and or auditing) in real-time
• Suplier and buyer has electronic invoices
just because it was imposed by tax
authorities
• Company´s internal process are not
necessarily optimized
• Clearance approach is preferred by
economies with shadow economy higher
than 15%
• LATAM & Asia (and incresingly some
southertn and eastern Europe and Africa)
• In Study to be adopted by most of the
Countries
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Particularities – North America
• Focus on optimizing internal control, but focus on
collaboration (information exchange) with partners too
• In North America (except Mexico), e-invoicing is conceived
differently from Europe and Latin America. In this region, the
main objective of companies when implementing this
technology in the B2B/B2G area is the optimization and
automation of work processes
• Based on market research two thirds of the companies are
sending their invoices in PDF by e-mail. However, only 20%
are issuing structured e-invoices by means of EDI. One of the
reasons for this low uptake is that the country does not have
a VAT system, so the processing performed in these
documents is the same as for any other business transaction
• B2B e-invoicing increasing 20% a year
• Far from reaching the broad scale market
• Even so, the Federal Administration proposes to promote this
technology, after running a pilot project to discover the
advantages it can bring to public and private organizations
in 2018
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Particularities - Europe
• It is estimated that there are more than 40 legislations
regarding the use of e-invoicing in Europe, which makes
interoperability between different regions difficult. To resolve
the issue, at the end of 2018, the European Union will require
all public bodies in the Member States to adapt to e-invoicing
in a common European Standard
• The common legal framework for the Member States have as
focus the need to guarantee the origin and authenticity of
the electronic invoice
• In recent years, Europe has seen remarkable growth of einvoicing, especially in the B2G area. The public sector acts as
a driving force when it comes to encouraging the switch to
paperless billing.
• Denmark was the first country to make use of B2G einvoicing mandatory back in 2005.Since then, many other
countries have followed this example, such as Austria,
Finland, Italy, Norway, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland and
France.

• B2B e-invoicing is also starting to be promoted through tax
incentives or with the obligation to submit VAT returns
electronically, now increasingly frequent.
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Particularities - Latin America
• E-invoicing mandatory in a majority of LATAM
countries
• Real-time clearance and audit or invoice data
mining
• All fiscal related documents in electronic
format as a goal
• Brazil, Mexico and Chile as leading countries

• Argentina is another frontrunner state. As of
2016, all economic sectors are required to use einvoicing in their business relations.
• Peru, the rate of uptake is also very high,
although so far 85% of electronic billers have
joined the system voluntarily. In any case, the
country plans to roll out compulsory use for all
taxpayers in 2018.
• By 2019, all Colombian companies must use this
system.
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Particularities - Asia & Pacific
• In these areas, e-invoicing is still in the development phase.
The main drivers of change are currently the public sector,
retail industry and transport, mainly in states such as
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea

• e-invoicing legislation missing in many countries
• Moreover, the high rate of tax evasion has led the Tax
Authorities in some countries to take measures and require
e-invoicing as a means of control, following the example of
Latin America. Among them, China and Indonesia
• Russia is also advancing in the spread of this technology.
Although it only started to be used recently, development is
swift and the e-invoicing volume is expected to be 2 or 3
times higher in 2017 than in 2016
• Another country featured this year is Turkey. The e-invoicing
adoption system there is gradually adding new sectors and
taxpayers
• Focus on `clearance` model (LATAM)

• EDI and paper invoices present
• China and the golden taxation project
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Particularities - Oceania (Australia)
• Australia and New Zealand present a
very similar context to Asia. e-Commerce
and digital transformation are becoming
established among companies in the
country, which are beginning to use B2B
e-transactions,
especially
in
the
healthcare industry. Nevertheless, the
majority of invoices are exchanged
in paper or PDF and sent via e-mail.
• The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has
chosen for a light-touch regulatory
approach to e-invoicing
• It is possible for an invoice to be in
electronic format subject to the integrity
and authenticity of that document being
safeguarded
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Particularities –Africa and Middle East
• There is a fragmented picture in the Middle East and Africa.
A combination of cultural, infrastructure and economic
variations put this region behind others in most cases but this
may change rapidly

• e-invoicing is not legal in most of African countries. Even in
north African countries where there is established and
mature regulatory frameworks in place such as Tunisia and
Morocco, electronic invoicing is not accepted.
• South Africa is the only country in this region that has a fully
developed e-invoicing system. In 2012, the country updated
the regulatory framework to boost this technology among
companies.
• The Middle East is varies. Israel allows e-invoicing as does
Kuwait. Egypt does not and for UAE it is less relevant because
there is no VAT.
• In the rest of Africa, the use of e-invoicing is residual,
although some countries like Morocco and the Maghreb are
starting to show some timid growth in this system.
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Global tendency (clearance system flow)
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Where are each one of us (country)?
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Corporate entities
required or have the
option to use a
standardized
electronic form for
filing tax returns.
Other income data
(e.g., payroll,
financial) filed
electronically and
matched annually

Corporate entities
required to submit
FISCAL reports or
other source data to
support filings
(invoices, list of sales
invoices, purchase
invoices, etc.) in a
defined electronic
format at a defined
frequency. Additions
and changes at this
level occur
frequently

e-accounting
bookkeeping

Corporate entities
required to submit
additional
accounting and
source data,
government
accesses additional
data (bank
statements).
Government begins
to match data across
tax types, potentially
across taxpayers and
jurisdictions in real
time or near real
time

Corporate entities’
Level 2-3 data is
analyzed by
government entities
and cross-checked
to filings in real time
or near real time to
prevent fraud,
unintended errors,
and to map the
geographic
economic
ecosystem.
Governments send
taxpayers electronic
audit assessments
with a limited
window to respond

Government entities
use submitted data
from corporate
entities to assess tax
without the need for
tax forms. Taxpayers
have a limited
window of time to
audit government
calculated tax.

Corporate entities
required to submit
accounting or other
source data to
support filings (trial
balances, journal,
etc.) in a defined
electronic format at
a defined frequency.
Additions and
changes at this level
occur frequently

Paradigm shift

Public authorities
use data to forensic
purpose – detect
fraud

Disruption is here
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Impact of tax digitalization for tax consultants

Disruptive
Change

Digital
Transformation

Internal
Efficiency

External
Opportunity
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Impact of tax digitalization for tax consultants
Internal Efficiency

Disruptive
Change

Digital
Transformation

Internal
Efficiency

External
Opportunity

• The potential benefits include improved business
process efficiency, quality, and consistency via
eliminating manual steps and gaining better
accuracy.
• Digitalization can also enable a better real time
view on operation and results, by integrating
structured and unstructured data, providing better
views
on
organization
data,
and
integrating
data
from
other
sources.
• Digitalization can lead to better work satisfaction
for
employees
through
automation
of
routine work, thus freeing time to develop new
skills.
• Digitalization also improves compliance via
standardization of records and improves recovery
via easier backups and distribution of storage.
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Impact of tax digitalization for tax consultants
External Opportunity
• External opportunities include improved
response time and client service, as
well as possibilities for new ways of doing
business
• New digital technologies can create
opportunities
for
new
services
or
advanced offerings to customers

Disruptive
Change

•
•
•
•

overseas reconciliations
data-based solutions
e-invoicing services
new services like remote monitoring and
maintenance services
• …

Digital
Transformation

Internal
Efficiency

External
Opportunity
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Impact of tax digitalization for tax consultants
Disruptive Change
• Disruptive changes involve changes in the
operating environment of the company
caused by digitalization; for example, a
company’s current business may become
obsolete in the changed situation (e.g.,
manual scanning of invoices replaced by
electronic invoice)
• Digitalization can create a complete new
business, such as inclusion of an e-invoice
operator, tracking inbound invoices, etc

Disruptive
Change

Digital
Transformation

Internal
Efficiency

External
Opportunity

• Well-known examples of disruptive changes
include Über disturbing taxi business, Airbnb
disturbing hotel business, and streaming of
music and movies disturbing record company,
cable television, or movie network business.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 1

Answer Brazil

• Regarding issuance of invoice by
Individual and/or Corporation, is
there legal request or option to
do it electronically (e-invoice)?

• The defined e-standard that all
companies must adhere in Brazil
is
• NF-e Electronic Invoice (applies to
goods only) – State rules
• CT-e (Transportation Invoice) –
State rules
• NFS-e Electronic Service Invoice –
Municipality rules
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 2

Answer Brazil

• In
some
countries
tax
authorities require taxpayer to
keep records of all purchase and
sales invoices in separated book
(fiscal bookkeeping), that must
submitted to governor.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Inbound invoices Fiscal Book Register
Outbound invoices Fiscal Book Register
Inventory Ledger
Federal VAT Control Register
State VAT Control Register
Control over State VAT credits for fixed
asset expenditure
• The documents must be gathered into a
single file, which the company’s legal
representative must sign using a digital
certificate, and the information must be
transmitted monthly.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 3

Answer Brazil

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to keep records
of their economic transactions
(accounting bookkeeping), that
must submitted to governor.

• Its purpose is to digitize the
following documents:
• Journal register and supporting
records
• General ledger and sub-ledgers
• Daily trial balances and balance
sheet

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 4

Answer Brazil

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to submit them
information with ‘matching’
purpose (HR payments, WHT,
bank transactions, etc).

• Electronic taxable profit control
register (e-Lalur)
• Electronic payroll (e-FOPAG)
• Inventory manufacturing control

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 5

Answer Brazil

• In some Countries, information
level 1, 2, 3 are analyzed by
government and cross-checked to
filings in real time or near real time
sending taxpayers electronic audit
assessments with a limited window
to respond

• Yes, many individual and corporate
taxpayer receive an ‘notification’
thru their ‘electronic address’
regarding non-compliance with tax
payments and or tax filings. Most
of the cases correction is done
electronically.
When
noncompliance is not fixed, a written
notice (infraction / challenge) is
sent by oficial post office agent

• Is this requirement applicable in your
Country? Is there any option to do it
electronically?
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 6

Answer Brazil

• In many Countries, Government
uses submitted data (from
taxpayers) to assess tax without
the need for tax forms.
Taxpayers have a limited window
to review audit government
calculated tax.

• Electronic taxable profit control
register (e-Lalur)
• Electronic payroll (e-Social)
• Inventory manufacturing control
• Financial statements data center
(eXtensible Business Reporting
Language (XBrl))

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

e-fiscal
bookkeeping

e-accounting
bookkeeping

e-match

e-audit

e-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 7

• Based on your experience as a
tax professional, what would be
the main recommendations to
those professional facing tax
digitalization?

Answer Brazil
• Not really a recommendation, but
benchmark
• Many middle-old aged professional will
run out and sell their business
• Many others professional will abandon
their profession
• Those remaining in business must be
flexible to change
•
•
•
•

Business model
Business process
Business culture
Staff training
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 1

Answer Norway

• Regarding issuance of invoice by
Individual and/or Corporation, is
there legal request or option to
do it electronically (e-invoice)?

• Required by government:
• EFT local
• PEPOL international

• Others
• Not required

• All are free to use EFT –
Normally not used B2C

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 2

Answer Norway

• In
some
countries
tax
authorities require taxpayer to
keep records of all purchase and
sales invoices in separated book
(fiscal bookkeeping), that must
submitted to governor.

• Can be requested by authorities
in connection with tax audits

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

• General
ledger
with
all
transactions
• AR/AP details should always be
available

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 3

Answer Norway

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to keep records
of their economic transactions
(accounting bookkeeping), that
must submitted to governor.

• Never submitted but always
available
• They want all electronic

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 4

Answer Norway

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to submit them
information with ‘matching’
purpose (HR payments, WHT,
bank transactions, etc).

• Electronic payroll (A-ordning)

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 5

Answer Norway

• In some Countries, information
level 1, 2, 3 are analyzed by
government and cross-checked to
filings in real time or near real time
sending taxpayers electronic audit
assessments with a limited window
to respond

• No – but the Norwegian tax
authorities produce draft tax
returns for all individuals

• Is this requirement applicable in your
Country? Is there any option to do it
electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 6

Answer Norway

• In many Countries, Government
uses submitted data (from
taxpayers) to assess tax without
the need for tax forms.
Taxpayers have a limited window
to review audit government
calculated tax.

• Tax return for natural persons
are produced using such
methods

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 7

Answer Norway

• Based on your experience as a
tax professional, what would be
the main recommendations to
those professional facing tax
digitalization?

• Unless tax legislation is changed we still
have the same issues – we will only have
less time to react.
• Reduction in time spent on transaction
recording
• More time spent on documentation of
what is sold on the invoices
• We must be able to handle databases
• Government will always have a better
ability to detect fraud
• 1984

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 1

• Regarding issuance of invoice by
Individual and/or Corporation, is
there legal request or option to
do it electronically (e-invoice)?

Answer Italy
• Since 2015 e-invoices are mandatory
in case of invoices issued to public
authorities and public economic
bodies (no threshold allowed)
• Since 2017 e-invoices can be issued at
the option in case of b2b
• The defined e-standard that all
companies must adhere in Italy
is
xml FatturaPA versione
1.2 through an interchange system

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 2

Answer Italy

• In
some
countries
tax
authorities require taxpayer to
keep records of all purchase and
sales invoices in separated book
(fiscal bookkeeping), that must
submitted to governor.

• Only calculations of monthly or
quarterly payments and detailed
list of suppliers and customers
must be electronically filed
• Above mentioned fulfillments
are not necessary in case of use
of e-invoices only

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 3

Answer Italy

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to keep records
of their economic transactions
(accounting bookkeeping), that
must submitted to governor.

• It is possible to keep and store
electronically accounting books
• No requirements / possibilities
to submit them to public
authorities
• XBrl Annual Financial Statements
of companies must be drafted in
electronically filed with the
Register of Companies

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 4

Answer Italy

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to submit them
information with ‘matching’
purpose (HR payments, WHT,
bank transactions, etc).

• All
tax
forms
and
communications
can
be
arranged
and
filed
only
electronically
• Tax information are matched
with other information available
to public authorities (bank
transactions, social contributions
data, etc.)

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 5

Answer Italy

• In some Countries, information
level 1, 2, 3 are analyzed by
government and cross-checked to
filings in real time or near real time
sending taxpayers electronic audit
assessments with a limited window
to respond

• Cross checks are ordinarily
arranged on the base of annual
forms and related audit allow
payments with reduced penalties
• Notifications are now sent in real
time after the filing of periodical
calculations of VAT payments
• “Tax drawer” system i.e. access to
taxpayer’s data in tax authoriy’s
system allows hecks and dialogue

• Is this requirement applicable in your
Country? Is there any option to do it
electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 6

Answer Italy

• In many Countries, Government
uses submitted data (from
taxpayers) to assess tax without
the need for tax forms.
Taxpayers have a limited window
to review audit government
calculated tax.

• Taxes are “self-assessed” by tax
payers
and
the
related
calculations
elctronically
communicated in tax forms
• Only for natural persons annual
income tax forms are drafted by
tax authorities but must be
checked and confirmed by
taxpayers

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 7

• Based on your experience as a
tax professional, what would be
the main recommendations to
those professional facing tax
digitalization?

Answer Italy
• Reorganization of work in the firm
according
to
the
needs
of
digitalization process
• Planning
of
investments
in
professional training and electronic
systems
• Opportunities for large and structured
firms / Difficulties for small practices
• Opportunities for young professionals

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 1

Answer Australia

• Regarding issuance of invoice by
Individual and/or Corporation, is
there legal request or option to
do it electronically (e-invoice)?

• You can provide invoicing,
payment and other business
transaction
records
electronically or manually.
• The definition of ‘document’ in
all Australian legislation includes
electronic records (s 2B Acts
Interpretation Act).

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

e-invoicing

E-Fiscal
bookkeeping

E-Accounting
bookkeeping

E-match

E-audit

E-assess

Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 2

Answer Australia

• In
some
countries
tax
authorities require taxpayer to
keep records of all purchase and
sales invoices in separated book
(fiscal bookkeeping), that must
submitted to governor.

• Taxpayers are required to keep
these records, but they do not
need to be submitted.
• If the Commissioner reviews the
taxpayer’s position, records may
be provided electronically.

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 3

Answer Australia

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to keep records
of their economic transactions
(accounting bookkeeping), that
must submitted to governor.

• Taxpayers are required to keep
these records, but they do not
need to be submitted.
• If the Commissioner reviews the
taxpayer’s position, records may
be provided electronically.

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 4

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to submit them
information with ‘matching’
purpose (HR payments, WHT,
bank transactions, etc).
• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

Answer Australia
• Third parties are required to report to
the ATO about taxpayers for data
matching purposes. Ex.:
Organization:

Reports on:

Banks, financial institutions
and investment bodies

Investment income

Employers

Payments to employees and
contractors

Stock exchanges and share
registries

Share transactions
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 5

Answer Australia

• In some Countries, information
level 1, 2, 3 are analyzed by
government and cross-checked to
filings in real time or near real time
sending taxpayers electronic audit
assessments with a limited window
to respond

• Superannuation and payroll tax
must be reported in real time
through electronic reporting.
• Taxpayers self-assess tax.
• Often tax forms are automatically
filled with data from accounting
systems.
• Tax data for individuals is pre-filled
from
third
party
reported
information.

• Is this requirement applicable in your
Country? Is there any option to do it
electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 6

Answer Australia

• In many Countries, Government
uses submitted data (from
taxpayers) to assess tax without
the need for tax forms.
Taxpayers have a limited window
to review audit government
calculated tax.

• Australia's income tax system is
based on self-assessment. This
means that information the
taxpayer provides is initially
accepted as being true and
correct.
• All tax forms must be lodged
electronically
(except
in
exceptional circumstances).

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 7

Answer Australia

• Based on your experience as a
tax professional, what would be
the main recommendations to
those professionals facing tax
digitalization?

• Invest time in software training.
• Develop strong digital record
keeping practices.
• Make sure data is backed up.
• Make sure tax data can still be
accessed if relationship with software
provider ends.

• Ensure that clients are maintaining
the required records.
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 1

Answer Germany

• Regarding issuance of invoice by
Individual and/or Corporation, is
there legal request or option to
do it electronically (e-invoice)?

• There is no obligation to issue
invoices electronically.
• There are widespread technical
standards (“EDIFACT, ZugFerD”)
that have not yet reached small
and medium-sized companies
yet.
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 2

Answer Germany

• In
some
countries
tax
authorities require taxpayer to
keep records of all purchase and
sales invoices in separated book
(fiscal bookkeeping), that must
submitted to governor.

• Germany has a requirement to
store electronically generated
invoices
electronically,
paper
invoices in paper or electronically
(not amendable) in addition to the
financial bookkeeping data.
• Bookkeeping data needs to be
presented/submitted to fiscal
authorities upon request (eG tax
field audit)

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 3

Answer Germany

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to keep records
of their economic transactions
(accounting bookkeeping), that
must submitted to governor.

• In case of a tax field audit
mandatory in electronical form:

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?

• Journal register and supporting
records
• General ledger and sub-ledgers
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 4

Answer Germany

• In some countries tax authorities
require taxpayer to submit them
information with ‘matching’
purpose (HR payments, WHT,
bank transactions, etc).

• Yes, wage-tax application, VATreturns with additional ECsaleslists etc.
• Banks and insurance-companies
as well as welfare-companies are
required to report payments,
benefits
and
profits
to
authorities

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 5

Answer Germany

• In some Countries, information
level 1, 2, 3 are analyzed by
government and cross-checked to
filings in real time or near real time
sending taxpayers electronic audit
assessments with a limited window
to respond

• Not yet

• Is this requirement applicable in your
Country? Is there any option to do it
electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 6

Answer Germany

• In many Countries, Government
uses submitted data (from
taxpayers) to assess tax without
the need for tax forms.
Taxpayers have a limited window
to review audit government
calculated tax.

• Prefilled income tax return, but
not yet without (electronically
submitted) tax forms

• Is this requirement applicable in
your Country? Is there any option
to do it electronically?
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Questions to be answered by panelist
Question 7

• Based on your experience as a
tax professional, what would be
the main recommendations to
those professional facing tax
digitalization?

Answer Germany
• Adaptation of business modell
• HR-Problems increase drastically, due to
new skill requirements ( competition!)
• More
It-Investements
due
to
digitalization ( 2% of sales in avg.)
• Clients don´t understand digitalization,
therefore lower acceptance of fees
• Be aware of Microsoft –Audits !
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Questions and comments from the presents!

Thank you!
Website

Mr. Seres Baum

• www.wgi.one
• www.grupowork.com
• info@wgi.one
• English, Portuguese and Spanish

• seres.baum@wgi.one
seres.baum@grupowork.com
• seres.work (skype)
• Please, visit our website for more
details

Contact
Offices

Phone

• São Paulo | Salvador | Porto Alegre |
Londrina | Goiânia | Curitiba | Campo
Grande | Belo Horizonte

• +55 (11) 2372 2376
• +55 (11) 4062 1515
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